An edge domination polynomial of a graph G is the polynomial
Introduction
All the graphs G = (V, E) considered here are simple, finite, nontrivial and undirected, where | V | = n denotes number of vertices and | E | = m denotes number of edges of G. Let any undefined term in this paper, we refer Harary [7] . A set D ⊆ V is a dominating set if every vertex not in D is adjacent to one or more vertices in D. The minimum cardinality taken over all dominating sets in G is called domination number g(G). For a complete review on theory of domination, we follow [8] .
A set S ⊆ E is an edge dominating set if every edge not in S is adjacent to one or more vertices in S. The minimum cardinality taken over all edge dominating sets in G is called edge domination number g e (G). The concept of edge domination was initiated by Mitchell et al. [10] and studied by [5] , [9] and [11] .
A domination polynomial of a graph G is the polynomial
is number of dominating sets of G of cardinality t. Domination polynomial was initiated by Arocha et al. [4] and later studied by Alikhani et al. [1] , [2] and [3] . Analogously, edge domination polynomial was studied by Askari et al. [5] . An edge domination polynomial of a graph G is the polynomial
where d e (G, t) is the number of edge dominating sets of G of cardinality t. In this paper, we obtain further results on edge domination polynomial. An element a is said to be zero of a polynomial
is not a divisor of f (x). A polynomial in which coefficient of highest order term is 1 is monic polynomial. Proof: Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges.
Results

Theorem 2.1: For any nontrivial graph G,
e d G t denotes number of edge dominating sets with cardinality t.
As nontrivial graph will have an edge dominating set of minimum cardinality 1, (i) follows.
(ii) As Proof: We shall prove the result for r = 1. 
Thus the number of edges of G are 2s edges. Let E 1 be set of edges incident to a vertex of V 1 and E 2 be set of edges incident to another vertex of V 1 . An edge of E 1 dominates remaining (s -1) edges of E 1 . Similarly an edge of E 2 dominates remaining (s -1) edges of E 2 . Thus ( ) = 2 e G γ and t ∈ {2, 3, ...., 2s}. The edges of E 1 along with vertices on which they are incident forms graph K 1, s and similarly edges of E 2 along with vertices on which they are incident forms graph K 1, s . For an edge dominating set E of cardinality t, all t vertices cannot be selected only from E 1 or only from E 2 as it leads to contradiction of E being edge dominating set. Hence j edges are selected from E 1 and (t -j) edges are selected from E 2 . The total number of ways of doing this is the coefficient of
. 
e n e n e n e n With this theorem we form a table for d e (P n , t). (i) For ( , 1), e n d P n − choose (n -1) edges from (n -1) edges of G which can be done in ( 1) ( 1) n n C − − ways.
d P t d P t d P t d P t
(ii) For ( , 2), e n d P n − choose (n -2) edges from (n -1) edges of G which can be done in We shall prove this result by induction hypothesis on n -1 with the condition 4 ( ,1) = 1.
e d P Assume the result to be true for a graph G with (n -2) edges. We shall prove the result for a graph with n -1 edges. From Theorem 2.5, e d P Assume the result to be true for a graph G with (n -1) edges. We shall prove the result for a graph with n edges. From Theorem 2.5,
.
e n e n e n e n
We shall use induction hypothesis to prove the result. Assume the result is true for a graph G with (n -1) edges. We shall prove the result for a graph with n edges. From theorem 2.5,
e n e n e n e n e n e n e n
Using results of (iii) and (iv), we have ( ,1) = ( ,1), e e d P d p the result is true for n = 1. Assume the result to be true for n -1 edges. We shall prove the result in a graph with n edges. By Theorem 2.5, To prove our next result, we make use of the following Theorem [2] .
Theorem 2.7:
For any cycle C n with n ≥ 4 vertices,
